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WHAT’S HAPPENING
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IN THE JUNGLE,
THE MIGHTY JUNGLE . . .
The lions will certainly sleep all night with the
Adairs Kids Jungle Adventure Printed Bed
Cushion from the new range of
jungle-inspired bedding. Created by
Australian artist and designer Karina
Jambrak, this new collection includes
everything that a tired explorer needs from
quilt cover sets to sheet sets and teepees.
• Cushion valued at $50
• Available from Adairs stores and adairs.com.au

Scitech’s immersive STEM Club program is
offering hands-on interactive activities.

SCITECH’S STEM CLUB
Some lucky Year 4-6 students will be tackling
science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM) through imaginative themes, hands-on
interactive activities and skills-building projects
this month with the launch of Scitech’s
immersive STEM Club program. Scitech staff will
visit Belmont Primary School to present the
Tinker & Create program, where participants
construct cardboard automata over four weeks.
Students at St Pius X Catholic Primary will take
part in the Robotics & Technology program,
where they will construct straw rockets, paper
planes and balsa wood gliders. Your teachers can
learn more and register here:
scitech.org.au/educators/educationinitiatives/stem-club/

A HOLE LOT OF FUN
There’s nothing “mini” about the Vines Mini Golf at the
Vines Resort. Tee off on their beautifully landscaped
18-hole course with water obstacles, bridges and wine
barrels providing players with all sorts of challenges. A
great family activity for the school holidays.
• Family ticket (2 adults, 2 kids OR 1 adult, 3 kids) $39
• Vines Mini Golf at The Vines Resort, Verdelho Drive, The
Vines or visit vinesminigolf.com.au

PEANUT BUTTER GOES MEGA
There is nothing worse than staring down
the barrel of an empty peanut butter jar.
Thankfully, Mayver’s has come to the
rescue by releasing its 750g Mega Peanut
Butter range. Available in Smooth and
Crunchy varieties there is nothing but
all-natural goodness inside!
• To celebrate, Mayver’s is giving away a
special prize pack to lucky Cool Room
winners. Pack includes two Crunchy, two
Smooth, Super Omega-3, Probiotic, a PB
stirrer, Tahini plus Hazelnut, Cashew and
Cacao. Value, $56.
• Available from all Woolworths stores.
More information: mayvers.com.au

For your chance to win one of each of the three prizes of an
Mayver’s Prize Pack, Adairs Kids Jungle Adventure Printed
Bed Cushion and Vines Mini Golf family ticket ask an adult
to visit thewest.com.au/win and enter the code words
“HOLE IN ONE!” plus their details by Friday.
Each product will be mailed separately. Conditions online.

Greening our State
Elle Purdue loves that her job allows her
to help make positive change for the
West Australian environment

RTSPerth is on this month. Picture: Matt Jelonek

RTS 2021
Seven West Media is bringing the Resources
Technology Showcase to Perth on June 21 and
22, 9am-4.30pm. See robotics in action,
immerse yourself in jaw-dropping augmented
reality, be part of amazing remote operations
systems, fly cutting-edge drones . . . and pay
nothing. For more information and to register:
RTSPerth.com.au

STAY TUNED

Next week in ED! discover just
how cool poetry can be.

THE JOB
Senior environmental officer for
the State Government. I give
advice on environmental issues
to the Environmental Protection
Authority (EPA). Recently I have
been looking at greenhouse gas
emissions for projects such as
mine sites, power plants and
industrial facilities. My advice
helps the Minister for
Environment decide whether
new WA projects can go ahead
without significantly impacting
the environment.
THE PATH
I studied a degree at Curtin
University in environmental
biology and then worked in
different industries, including on
a mine site in the Mid West. I
started with the State
Government in an administrative
position and worked my way up.

THE GOOD
This position provides me with
an opportunity to make positive
change for the West Australian
environment. I contribute to
government decisions and get
to work with passionate
scientists including marine
biologists, botanists, zoologists,
air-quality experts, hydrologists.
I am always learning and
researching different aspects
of how the environment works.
It is rewarding to see my work
used to inform decision-making
across government.
THE BAD
Sometimes projects and goals
need to change unexpectedly
so my adaptability, patience
and passion for this work helps
me achieve good environmental
outcomes.

THE FUTURE
I’d love to continue working in
State Government and making a
real change to WA’s
environment. One day I’d like to
be a leader or manager in the
environmental field in a State
Government department. If I
left the WA public service, I’d
like to work for an international
agency such as the World Bank
in the environmental field.

Elle Purdue
Picture: EPA
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Preserving nature’s bounty
The EPA assesses mining and other developments and
seeks to minimise their impact on species & habitat

S

afeguarding the West
Australian environment for
future generations depends
on everybody — the community,
industry and government — acting
responsibly.
But sometimes an independent
authority is needed to check out
the impact that projects and
developments might have on our
environment. In WA this is the
Environmental Protection
Authority (EPA).
50 YEARS
For the last 50 years the EPA has
worked to protect our
environment by assessing the
environmental impacts of
projects such as mines,
and developing
environmental
protection policies.
The EPA is a board
of five members who
give advice and make
suggestions to WA’s

Endangered baby numbat.
Picture: Perth Zoo

Minister for Environment,
Amber-Jade Sanderson. It’s the
Minister who makes the final
decision on whether a project
goes ahead.
Without this environmental
protection, our State would look
very different.
RULES TO FOLLOW
The EPA’s work is guided by a set
of parliamentary rules called the
Environmental Protection Act.
The Act was passed by the State
Government to prevent pollution
and protect the environment at a
time when some very big mining
and industrial projects were
starting up.
Fifty years later the process
remains the same. If a company
or a member of the community
thinks a project or a development
might have a serious effect on the
environment, then they can refer
it to the EPA.
If the EPA decides the proposal

Amber-Jade
Sanderson

EXMOUTH GULF
This year the EPA is preparing
advice for the Minister on the
Exmouth Gulf, in particular how
to protect this unique marine
environment from the impacts of
industry, tourism and other
activities.
Exmouth Gulf, which is located
about 1200km north of Perth, is
an important habitat for many
endangered species as well as
globally important populations of
marine life and birds. The area is
also rich in resources and a
magnet for tourists so striking a
balance is crucial for its survival.

needs to be
evaluated,
environmental
officers from
the
Department of
Water and
Environmental
Regulation conduct
an environmental impact
assessment and provide the EPA
with their findings.
The EPA Board’s Chair is
Professor Matthew Tonts.
Professor Tonts and his
small team meet
monthly to make
decisions on West
Australian projects.
Members also do site
trips to meet people
with an interest in the

Without the
EPA, our State
would look
very different.

Pebble Beach, Exmouth Gulf.
Picture: Stephen Scourfield

Matthew Tonts

SPOT
ON

We asked these Year 6s at Dryandra Primary School in Mirrabooka:

project. These can include
business owners, mining
executives and conservation
groups.
HABITAT LOSS
Perth’s urban area has doubled in
size since the 1970s and this has
meant a big loss of habitat for our
native animals, some of which are
endangered.
“We all have a responsibility to
take care of this land, oceans and
air and everything that lives in it,”
Professor Tonts said.
Sometimes the Minister for
Environment asks the EPA to
provide scientific or expert advice
on environmental matters. This
can include reports on native
species, and areas where the
environment is particularly unique
or in danger of being spoiled by
development.

KATRINA O’GRADY

NAME YOUR FAVOURITE WEST AUSTRALIAN NATIVE ANIMAL AND ONE WAY WE CAN PROTECT IT.

BRADLEY: The western
swamp tortoise because it
is known that they have an
ancestry that dates back
15-20 million years. You can
help by supporting the
Threatened Species
Network which protects
and restores their habitat.

IBRAHIM: My favourite
Western Australian native
animal is a Baudin’s
cockatoo because it looks
cool. The way we can
protect them is to stop the
hunters destroying their
environment and make a
better home for them.

LIAN: My favourite WA
native animal is the
numbat because they are
diurnal which I think is
really cool. One way we
can help them out is by
managing fires in their
habitat to increase their
chances of survival.

SOE: I like the malleefowl
because it has the
resemblance of a giant
chicken and also its family
is the Megapodiidae and
they live in the woodlands.
To protect them please
stop throwing trash
everywhere.

WANVISA: My favourite
WA animal is the woylie
because they look like a
cross between a mouse
and a mini kangaroo. Feral
cats hunt them, so the
way to protect them is by
not letting your cats out
at night.
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Bilby

Bilbies. Picture: Perth Zoo

VULNERABLE
This cute, pink-nosed marsupial is best known for
its rabbit-like ears. It has long, silky blue-grey fur
and a long tail that is mostly black except for a
white tip. The bilby has powerful limbs and clawed
toes that enable it to dig deep burrows very fast. In
WA it is only found in the Gibson, Little Sandy and
Great Sandy deserts, and parts of the Pilbara and
Kimberley. In 2017 the EPA conducted an
environmental impact assessment on a mineral
sands project west of Derby in the Kimberley. The
mine was recommended for approval provided
bilbies were moved during construction and mine
pits were restored to bilby habitat after the project
ended. Spending daylight hours in their deep
burrows, these little omnivores emerge at night to
forage for plant roots, bulbs, fungi, grass seeds,
termites, ants, beetles, insect larvae and spiders.
They have a backward-facing pouch, so it doesn’t
fill with dirt while digging.

HOW ARE NATIVE
ANIMALS CLASSIFIED?
In WA the conservation
status of threatened species
is based on where they are
found across Australia and
their ranking in the
International Union for
Conservation of Nature Red
List. This List is the world’s
most comprehensive
information source on the
global extinction risk status
of all animals.
Threatened species may
be classified as critically
endangered, endangered,
vulnerable or extinct.
Learn more:
dpaw.wa.gov.au/plants-andanimals/threatened-speciesand-communities
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Western swamp tortoise

Dr Christine Groom says Carnaby’s cockatoos give
West Australians a sense of place. Picture: DWER

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED
The western swamp tortoise was feared extinct for
more than 100 years, but a chance discovery in 1953
means there are now two wild populations north of
Perth. With about 200 remaining in the wild, they
are Australia’s most endangered reptile and very
vulnerable to disturbances created by land clearing
for development. The EPA has prepared rules for
building houses and roads near where the tortoises
live to help protect them. These short-necked
carnivores have a 15cm-long brown or black shell and
can be identified by the tubercles (the horny
knobbly bits covering the neck) and a pair of tiny
whiskers (barbels) on their chin. They have webbed
toes and five claws on each foot. Male and female
western swamp tortoises spend more of their lives
apart, only coming together for mating during a
short breeding season in November and December.
The EPA regularly considers how these threatened
creatures will cope with new buildings and land
developments.

Carnaby’s cockatoo
Explore this story
further with online
activities at
mediaeducation.com.au/
schools.

SOURCE:
Department of
Water and
Environmental
Regulation

We must protect

habitats

When nature thrives, people and communities thrive

Y

ou are lucky enough to live in one of the
world’s most important biodiversity
hotspots.
More than 80 per cent of Australian
mammals, nearly half our birds and about
90 per cent of our inshore fish aren’t found
anywhere else on Earth. A big proportion of these
are unique to Western Australia so it is really
important that we protect the habitats that will
enable these precious creatures to survive for future
generations.
In Western Australia it is the job of the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) to
safeguard our environment from the consequences
of development by judging what impact new
projects might have.
Many of these proposals — which include mines,
refineries, housing subdivisions, windfarms,
pipelines, waste disposal sites, ports, railways, roads
and highways — require the clearing of native bush.
This means that the area of mangroves, ground
timber, woodlands, wetlands, grasses and plants that
house and support our native animals, is shrinking.
This is happening because we are still removing far
more trees than are being replanted or regrown
naturally.
Why are these native animals so important?
The chair of the EPA, Professor Matthew Tonts,
says that when nature thrives, people and
communities thrive.
“The two are connected, so when we protect
animals and plants we also protect the ecosystems
that support our economies and our wellbeing,”
Professor Tonts says.
“Healthy ecosystems allow us to survive, get
enough food to eat and make a living. When species
disappear or fall in number, our ecosystems and our
people suffer.”
Professor Tonts said the EPA’s role is to look

closely at the impact of industry and development
on the environment and make recommendations to
the Minister for Environment on whether or not
projects should go ahead.
Environmental officers from the Department of
Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER), who
conduct environmental impact assessments for the
EPA, consider many things. These include
vegetation, air quality, heritage and culture, loud
noises, bright lights, emissions, dust, lakes and
swamps, human health and animals.
Last year, for example, a proposal to build a
highway in the South West meant clearing big areas
of foraging and breeding habitat for black cockatoos,
western ringtail possum, southern brown bandicoot,
Carter’s freshwater mussel and black-striped
minnow. The EPA recommended the highway could
be built but only if fauna crossings and possum rope
bridges were installed, sections of the road were
detoured around sensitive areas and nesting trees
avoided.
These are some of the threatened native fauna
often considered by the EPA during the dozens of
environmental assessments it carries out every year:

Read more
about the EPA
on page 3

ENDANGERED
These brownish-black birds, with dusky
white-tipped feathers, are only found in a pocket of
Western Australia between Kalbarri and Cape Arid.
Carnaby’s cockatoos feed on seeds, nectar and
insect larvae from native trees and heath plants as
well as garden plants such as liquid amber and
macadamia trees. They nest in the hollows of
woodland trees. Agricultural clearing and urban
development have greatly reduced their habitat and
the number of Carnaby’s cockatoos visiting the Perth
metropolitan area has declined by more than a third
since 2010. Dr Christine Groom, an environmental
officer with the DWER, says young West Australians
could help by creating cockatoo-friendly gardens
with native food plants and bird baths.

“Healthy
ecosystems
allow us to
survive, get
enough food
to eat and
make a
living.”

A two-year-old white-bellied frog.
Picture: Nic Ellis

Night parrot
CRITICALLY ENDANGERED
So secretive and mysterious is this little bird that,
until recently, it was thought to be extinct. A small
population was discovered in Queensland in 2013
but over the last decade there have only been a
handful of sightings in WA’s Pilbara and Goldfields.
The night parrot is about 22cm long and often
described as “dumpy”. They are mostly green with
black and yellow markings and a yellow belly. It is
one of only two nocturnal parrot species in the
world. In 2016 a Fortescue Metal Group’s Christmas
Creek Iron Ore project was approved when the
mining company agreed to produce a night parrot
management plan because of the impact expanding
the mine would have on the bird’s marsh and
spinifex habitat.

A two-week-old western swamp tortoise gets
familiar with a fresh strawberry at the Perth Zoo.
Picture: Jackson Flindell

WHAT IS BIODIVERSITY?
It is the variety and interaction of all living things on
Earth. The air we breathe, the water we drink and the
food we eat all rely on biodiversity. Everything is
connected. Without plants there would be no oxygen,
without bees to pollinate there would be no fruit,
without trees pollution would not be absorbed. Even
tiny insects are predators of pests and decomposers
of waste. Sadly, our biodiversity is in decline with
more than 1700 species and ecological communities
across Australia under threat or at risk of extinction.

White-bellied frog
CRITICALLY ENDANGERED
This tiny frog never grows longer than a couple
of centimetres and can be identified by its short
muscular legs, unwebbed toes, white belly and
rows of dark brown wart-like spots along its
body. It was only discovered in the early 1980s
and inhabits a very small area south of Margaret
River. The species is not often considered by
the EPA because it’s only found in this one tiny
spot, however when the white-bellied frog’s
habitat was part of an EPA assessment on a
plan by the Water Corporation to build water
wells in the South West, the project committed
to monitor changes in underground water
pressures and groundwater levels to ensure the
frog was protected. The males’ mating call is
heard from small burrows in swampy areas. It’s
in these little puddles that about 10-12 eggs are
laid in a mass of jelly. The white-bellied frog is
Western Australia’s most threatened frog
species. They are important to nature’s food
chain and scientists often look at frog
populations to gauge how healthy an
environment is.

Night parrot Picture: Dr Steve Murphy/Bush
Heritage Australia

Blind cave eel

Western ringtail possum. Picture: Perth Zoo

Western ringtail possum
CRITICALLY ENDANGERED
These herbivores feed on eucalypt, marri and
peppermint tree leaves, buds, blossoms and soft
fruit. This means the destruction of their habitat by
development is their biggest threat. As its name
suggests, the western ringtail possum’s long, strong,
curly tail — sometimes up to 35cm long — helps it
move through the bush. It also uses its tail to carry
twigs and leaves to build its nest. They are nocturnal
and sleep in their nests and tree holes during the
day. Last year the EPA assessed a project to build a
major road north of Bunbury. One of the conditions
the EPA recommended was that fauna spotters
would need to be employed to catch, protect and
release western ringtail possums during any clearing
of bush.

VULNERABLE
This tiny pink critter has no eyes, no scales and no
fins, and lives in wells and caves far beneath WA’s
Pilbara and Barrow Island. Spending its life
underground means it’s rarely seen and is known as
stygofauna, the term given to animals that live
permanently beneath the Earth’s surface. They are
so hard to find that the EPA has created some
guidelines to help find them in areas that may be
mined or developed. The blind cave eel is one of
Australia’s rarest animals and, at 40cm in length, it is
the longest cave fish in the world. They get their
food from organic matter that oozes down from the
surface. They are an important part of our
biodiversity and help keep our groundwater filtered.
So when the Robe River Mining Company wanted to
develop a big iron ore open-cut pit near
Pannawonica, it had to show the EPA it had
measures in place to protect this sensitive little guy.

Scientists have detected the blind cave eel in eight
Pilbara locations Picture: Curtin University

Numbat.

Numbat
ENDANGERED
Did you know an adult numbat eats up to 20,000
termites a day? Only two natural populations of
these cute bushy-tailed insectivores remain in WA.
One is in the Dryandra Woodlands near Narrogin and
the other in the Perup Nature Reserve near
Manjimup. Under threat from habitat loss and being
eaten by cats and foxes, there are now less than
1000 numbats left in the WA wild. In 2019 the EPA
recommended a lithium miner reduce the size of a
mine expansion in the South West to reduce the loss
of native habitat for several threatened marsupials,
including the numbat. As one of only two marsupials
that are diurnal (active during the day), they are also
often preyed on by birds and reptiles. Numbats pop
their heads up like meerkats and if they sense danger
they freeze until the threat has passed. They usually
don’t live beyond five years and the females give
birth after just a 14-day pregnancy. Numbats don’t
need to drink because they get enough moisture
from all those termites.
CONTINUED P6
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The ghost bat is Australia’s
only carnivorous bat.

RECENT STORIES
NEWSH INCLUDE:
FLAS

Ghost bat
Picture:
Perth Zoo

FROM P5

Hairy marron
CRITICALLY ENDANGERED
Total numbers of this unusual creature are believed to
be less than 1000 and they are considered the most
threatened freshwater animal in the South West. Only
a small number of mature hairy marron remain in a
small section of the Margaret River. Hairy marron
differs from introduced smooth marron because of the
presence of small hairs (setae) on its hard, upper shell.
Threats to this species include habitat disturbance and
interbreeding with the smooth marron. In 2011 the
EPA considered the hairy marron and other
threatened fauna when it assessed a coal mine
proposal north east of Margaret River. The EPA found
that the project was environmentally unacceptable.

Fans walk over Matagarup Bridge during The
Long Walk before the Dreamtime match at
Optus Stadium on Saturday. Picture: Daniel
Carson/AFL Photos

DREAMTIME IN PERTH

Ghost bat
VULNERABLE
Climate change, habitat loss and competition for prey
from introduced species have all been blamed for the
decline of this long-eared carnivore. The ghost bat is a
flying mammal with a wingspan of 60cm and can be
found in caves and mineshafts in WA’s Pilbara. It is
Australia's only carnivorous bat and eats large insects,
reptiles, frogs, birds, small mammals and, sometimes,
other bat species. These cute, ghostly white creatures
need multiple roosting sites, making them especially
sensitive to environmental changes. Last year
resources company Atlas Iron wanted to clear
vegetation and build an iron ore mine near Port
Hedland. The EPA recommended strict conditions to
manage the impacts to the ghost bats' habitat.

Hairy marron. Picture: Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation

JUDITH WILLINGS

Origami patchwork
wall hanging

SALVOS PAY REGOS
WA’s homeless crisis has become
so bad the Salvation Army is
paying the car registrations of
desperate West Australians so
they have somewhere to sleep.
In the three months to June — since the rental
moratorium, which prevented evictions and rent
rises, ended — the Salvos have either paid in full or
contributed towards 342 car regos.
That is a 90 per cent spike compared with the
same period last year during the worst days of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
A lack of private rentals and public housing has
left hundreds of people without a roof over their
heads, many of whom have taken to sleeping in their
cars while searching for new accommodation.

This eye-catching craft is simple to make.
By altering the size of the squares and base card,
you can create anything from giant patchwork wall
art down to a bookmark, so get creative!

29cm x 29cm square
1. Lay A3 card on a flat surface. At
regular intervals along one of the
long sides, measure in 7mm from
the edge and mark with a dot.
Line up the dots with your ruler
and draw a line along that side of
the card. Cut along this line so that
your card measures 29cm across.

24cm x 24cm square, centred
on your card
1. At regular intervals along each
side, measure in 2.5cm from the
edge and mark with a dot. Line up
the dots with your ruler and draw
a line 2.5cm in from each edge
of the card.
Origami patchwork wall hanging
1. Before gluing, start from a corner
of the inner 24cm x 24cm square
(see diagram
below right)
DIAGRAM
1 and
experiment with joining different
A3 card
triangles together (two triangles
placed together should form a
square). Leave 4cm
some triangular
spaces blank to add interest (see
photo above right).
2. When happy with your own
arrangement,
again 2start from a
24cm
corner of the inner 24cm x 24cm
square and stick triangles in place.
Try to position them as straight as
3cm lines.
possible along the
3cm

DIRECTIONS:
32 triangles
1. Using a pencil and ruler,
measure and rule up 16 squares
measuring 6cm x 6cm from your
origami papers and cut them out.
2. On the back of each square rule
one diagonal line from corner to
corner and cut along the lines to
create two triangles per square.

2. At regular intervals along one of
the short sides, measure in 13cm
from the edge and mark with a
dot. Line up the dots with your
ruler and draw a line along that
side of the card. Cut along this line
so that your card measures 29cm x
29cm.

3cm

MATERIALS:
• 12 x origami (or coloured)
papers with different patterns
• pencil
• ruler
• scissors (or Stanley knife, with
adult help)
• 1 x A3 card (black or white)
• glue stick
• hole punch
• 1m wool or chunky string
• 1 decorative bead with big hole
for threading (optional)

The Long Walk to reconciliation
that began 17 years ago in
Melbourne arrived in Perth on
Saturday, with 10,000 people
colouring Matagarup Bridge black,
yellow and red before streaming
into Optus Stadium as the venue hosted a historic
Dreamtime fixture in front of a sellout crowd.
Essendon hero Michael Long led the walk
alongside Premier Mark McGowan, who declared it
was “important that we not only march, but we take
action”.
Matagarup Bridge trembled as First Nations
Australians were joined by more recent arrivals to
the country’s shores, walking side-by-side in a shared
commitment to closing the gap.
Among those marching were prominent current
and former AFL stars, including Fremantle’s Des
Headland and David Mundy and West Coast’s David
Wirrpanda, Andrew Embley, Willie Rioli and Ben
Cousins.
Indigenous flags were held high and deafening
cheers broke out when the crowd reached the iconic
Nicky Winmar statue that has forever immortalised
the St Kilda player’s stand against racism.
Long said bringing the walk to Perth — the first
time it has taken place outside of Melbourne — was a
special moment in the movement’s history and that
he was impressed by the “fantastic turnout”.

Explore these stories further with online
activities at mediaeducation.com.au/schools.

ORDER NOW:
To hang
1. Along one of the edges of your
card, punch holes approximately 1cm
in from the card’s edge and 1cm
apart (see photo above).
2. Thread your wool (or chunky
string)
through the
DIAGRAM
2 holes from one
end of the card’s edge to the other,
leaving a tail of 20cm to tie to the
other end for hanging.
3. Once you
reach the
final hole
bring both
ends of
your thread
together
and tie a
knot.

• (Optional)
Thread the
wool ends
through your
bead and tie a
knot to hold it
in place and
hang it on
your wall.
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DANGEROUS AND DEADLY
Discover some of our State’s most venomous,
poisonous, parasitic and predatory species.
Available to schools at no cost with thanks
to Chevron Australia, these resources support
the WA Curriculum: Science, HASS
and English. Includes activities,
merit stickers and posters for
your class.
This three-part
series begins
June 13 inside The
Sunday Times. More
information: media
education.com.au

media education
mediaeducation.com.au
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Written by Norman Jorgensen, Illustrated by Peter Cheong

The Path is Smooth That
Leadeth Onto Danger

SERIAL
Chapter 8

.
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NEXT
WEEK
All That
Glisters Is
Not Gold

e stay at Christmas
Island for almost a
month waiting for
the Captain to recover.
Every day he grows stronger
and is soon up and about and
sitting on the deck at the back of
the tavern.
After visiting him most afternoons, I
go swimming off the end of the jetty
with some of the local kids. They are
the children of Malay and Chinese
workers at the phosphate mine, and
they live in kampongs near Flying Fish
Cove. The two I like best, Anwar and
Lim, also take me duck-diving off the
far point of the cove and we search for
lobsters and squid and spear the
occasional fish. The water is warm and
clear, and we stay in for hours.
Early one morning, I wake suddenly
to find Captain Bowen looming over
me.
‘We are off, Red, heading home. Rise
and shine. The others are already on
board. We’ll raise anchor in about an
hour. You can come with us now or
swim out when you’re ready.’
‘Thanks, Captain,’ I reply. ‘I’ll swim
out in an hour.’
After breakfast, Anwar and Lim and
my other new friends wish me well,
before I slip into the sea and head for
the lugger. It is about a 10-minute
swim out and I take it easy. I am about
halfway when I suddenly hear
shouting from the beach. I look back.
Anwar waves and yells frantically, but I
am too far away to hear him.
Gunshots ring out ahead of me.
Something is seriously wrong. I wipe
the saltwater from my
eyes. Anna stands at the
rail firing her small silver
gun into the sea. One, two,
three shots, then two more.
Then I see it. The enormous
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dorsal fin. It sticks above the surface
like a dark grey sail and slices through
the water at high speed. White spray
forms as it parts the sea. And it is
coming straight for me. I blink in
horror, paralysed in terror. I stay quiet,
still treading water, gulping in air and
seawater. I reach for my knife, but I
know it will be useless. I can hear
whimpering like a small child crying,
then realise it must be me.
Back at the lugger, Sam leaps from
the deck into the dinghy. The bow
bounces out of the sea as he lands in
the stern. The Captain is next. They
cut the cable and push off. Mr Smith
appears at the rail, his Winchester to
his shoulder and firing it, working the
loading lever like a gunslinger. He
shoots almost without aiming. One of
his bullets must have hit the shark. It
suddenly changes direction and rises
out of the water. It is even bigger than
I first thought. It is a fully grown tiger
shark, shiny grey and the size of a
tram. Its massive mouth snaps angrily
open for a moment, and I see straight
down its horrible pink gullet, past row
upon row of razor-sharp teeth.
More bullets zing into the sea, some
hitting it. Mrs Crawford is also at the
rail with her Purdey. She too fires both
barrels and reloads. Blood spurts from
the shark’s side. The monster twists
and turns in a furious frenzy. It leaps
high from the water and barrel-rolls
over, crashing back into the sea with
an enormous splash.
The Captain and Sam row the
dinghy like demons, heaving on the
oars and surging the small boat
forward. The shark turns on them. Its
jaws gape open as it lurches up to
attack the dinghy. It rises from the sea
and launches itself onto the bow. Its
whole weight thumps down,
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shattering planks.
Captain Bowen and
Sam fall back and
tumble from the board
they sit on. Before the shark
can slip back into the sea, the Captain
pulls his Colt pistol from his belt and
fires, repeatedly pulling the trigger.
Shots crash loudly. Bullets slam into
the shark’s head at point-blank range,
punching holes and squirting blood. It
thrashes about, its head half in the
boat and its mouth snapping viciously.
Its tail flicks frantically, kicking up
spray in a violent rage. The gun clicks
empty. Captain Bowen flings it at the
shark. Sam throws his pistol to the
Captain. He catches it by the handle
and keeps on firing, fanning the
hammer like a cowboy, putting all six
shots in the tiger shark’s head. It still
thrashes wildly, but slower now.
Sam scrambles to his feet. He
wrenches his oar from the rowlocks,
lifts it high above his head and slams it
down forcefully on the shark’s back,
near the dorsal fin. It stops struggling,
but the bow of the shattered dinghy
leans alarmingly under the shark’s
enormous weight. Within a minute,
the gunwale dips beneath the surface
and water gushes over it. Water pours
in, and the boat immediately fills and
quickly sinks, leaving the Captain and
Sam splashing about in the sea, with
the dead body of the shark sinking
slowly, too.
This time, I am positive I have wet
myself at the sheer terror of it all.
An hour later, we leave Flying Fish
Cove. Mrs Crawford is at the helm
again. I grip the rail to stop my hands
shaking and look overboard into the
crystal clear water. The tiger shark has
finally disappeared from sight.
Mrs Crawford turns the lugger to

port and follows the
curve of the north side
of the island. Surrounding
nearly all of Christmas
Island is a shallow undersea
shelf below the cliffs, not much wider
than the length of a cricket pitch. If
you are diving, you can reach the
bottom in a few strokes. Because the
water is not cloudy like that in
Broome, you can see every detail of
the coral, every leaf on the swirling
seaweed and the tiniest colourful fish
as they dart about. At the edge of the
ledge, the water turns dark blue and
then black as the shelf ends and the
ocean floor abruptly plunges,
vertically, into the dark abyss where
tiger sharks and all manner of
deep-sea creatures lurk, just waiting to
eat a ship’s boy like me.
We follow the coast of the island
until the Captain calls, ‘Now,
gentlemen!’
Mr Smith and Sam drop the mainsail
and the jib, and, as the lugger glides to
a halt, I run to the bow and let go the
anchor.
‘So, Red,’ says the Captain, ‘William
Dampier’s cave.’ We have anchored
just at the edge of the shallow ocean
shelf, directly opposite a break in the
continuous rock cliffs. A small sandy
beach no bigger than a room can be
seen at the water’s edge, while behind
the sand, a dark outline like a curved
church door stains the jagged
sandstone rock face. A huge boulder
hides the entrance from this angle.
Vegetation hangs down from the rocks
above, and spiky wild bushes fill every
space.
‘Is it a cave or just shadows?’ I ask.
‘Here’s your chance to find out,’ the
Captain says, and indicates over the
side with his thumb.
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1 QUICK CROSSWORD

2 GO GLOBAL

ACROSS

DOWN

1 Flying mammal (3)

1 Inhale and exhale (7)

3 --- Oliver, TV chef (5)

2 On ---, performing around the world (4)

6 Rita ---, British singer (3)

3 Prison (4)

7 Mumbai and New Delhi's

4 Social ---, Instagram and

country (5)

Saya memakai kaus kaki ungu.
PIUARMPWLEEASROICNKGS

Twitter, etc (5)

8 Fourth month of the year (5)

5 Set a good ---, be a role model (7)

10 Stinging insect (4)

9 Small island (4)

11 Not cheap (9)

10 Used to be (3)
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Find the meaning of the Indonesian
sentence in the cryptogram.

2

3

4

HINT: Write down every second letter,
crossing out as you go, then go back to
the beginning and work through the
remaining letters until no letters remain,
and you have translated the sentence.

5

6
7
9

3 LETTER EQUATION
10

The letters A-F each have an individual 1-6 value.
We have given you one number to get you going.
Your task is to figure out the remaining letters’
values by using the equation clues in the centre.

11

A
B
C
D
E
F

4 STEPS
4

5

A C N A T

How many years old you are
Weep, sob
Short sleep
Commercials (abbr.)
Five plus five

5 HIT THE SPOT

E Y P S N
K

6 NUMBER PYRAMIDS

T

Each block in the pyramid contains the
sum of the two blocks upon which it
sits. Fill in the blank blocks to reach
the top of both the pyramids.
When you have reached the
top of both pyramids, add
both numbers in the top
box together and write the
answer in the orange sun.

C

P
T

O
S

P

N

1 5

3 What are the four seasons of the
year?

5 Buenos Aires is the capital of
which South American country?
6 Pecans and cashews are varieties
of what type of food?

8 Which animated movie features a
talking candelabra named Lumière?
9 What decade was the first iPod
released?
10 Is starboard the left side or the

4 What type of animal is a
cassowary?

7 Who lives at the White House?

I am wearing
purple socks.

GO GLOBAL

LETTER
EQUATION

4

STEPS

5

HIT THE SPOT

6

Total:
147.

NUMBER
PYRAMIDS

QUIZ WHIZ

Turn the page
upside-down for the
solutions.

2 What type of fruit does cartoon
character SpongeBob SquarePants
live in?
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HERE ARE
THE ANSWERS.

1 If a car is travelling at 60 km/h,
how far will it travel in two and a
half hours?

1 150 kms; 2 Pineapple;
3 Summer, Autumn, Winter
and Spring; 4 A bird;
5 Argentina; 6 Nuts;
7 The President of the USA;
8 Beauty and the Beast;
9 00s (2001); 10 Right side.

WARNING!

3

12

Missing Letter: O.
1. Fork;
2. Bowl;
3. Spoon;
4. Chopstick;
5. Tongs.

TAKE OUR QUIZ
AND FIND OUT!

K

L

C

H

S

1. Age;
2. Cry;
3. Nap;
4. Ads;
5. Ten.
Hidden Word:
Grade.

HOW
MUCH
OF A
TRIVIA
NUT ARE YOU?

3

B

S

4

W

N

G

Each group of
letters in the five
segments of
the pizza, when
combined with the
shared unknown
centre letter, will
spell the name of a
kitchen item. Can
you work out what
the missing centre
letter is?

R
F

A; 2;
B; 6;
C; 1;
D; 5;
E; 3;
F: 4.
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right side of a ship?

QUICK CROSSWORD

3

2

Clues
1
2
3
4
5

2

1

1

Make five three-letter words reading
down by answering the clues and
filling in the missing middle letters.
When complete, a new five-letter
word will appear in the centre row.

E-C
AxE
CxC
A+A+C
C+C+C
AxA

Across 1 Bat; 3 Jamie;
6 Ora; 7 India;
8 April; 10 Wasp;
11 Expensive.
Down 1 Breathe;
2 Tour; 3 Jail;
4 Media; 5 Example;
9 Isle; 10 Was.
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